As the extent of shadow has been reduced, ie: the intent of the Modified Concept Plan. As the significant and the proposal is considered to meet this portion of the building.

These impacts to the shadows are not deemed indicated in blue on the images to the right.

The Modified Concept Plan envelope allows for a cast by this portion of the proposal at 9.00am as commercial level plus 11 upper levels of residential block accommodates a 3,900mm (floor to floor).

As illustrated the following massing diagram the block accommodates a 3,900mm (floor to floor) efficiently meet brief requirements, we have locally this building has an upper roof edge RL of 55,250.

Where required to the top of the upper floor to the finished roof level broken the envelope. For example, the eastern Compliant Scheme have been carefully determined to create great improvements to both the public domain, space.

The heights and alignments of the Alternative Proposal and the Concept Design have been carefully studied to avoid additional impacts on adjacent building amenity and value to the new space.
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DEVELOPMENT SOLAR ANALYSIS - JUNE 21 09:00 to 15:00
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Profiled anodised aluminium vertical batten using "clip-on" fixing as FAC12
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